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Optimus EMR, Inc. Announces New Functionality for 2015
IRVINE, California – Continuing its history of Innovation and Product Development, Optimus
EMR, Inc. announced new functionality in its clinical software will be released in 2015.
Mobile EMR- Mobile access to the Optimus EMR for MDs and other system users. This feature
will allow credentialed practitioners and management to access the OEMR system remotely to
perform desired functions. This module will be operating system independent and fully secure at
the same time. As a result, physicians will be able to use the computer device and browser of
their choice from any network to access the Optimus EMR system.
Electronic Prescribing Controlled Substances (“EPCS”)- In the 1st quarter Optimus will
release its certified EPCS function which will allow credentialed MDs and other qualified
practitioners to electronically prescribe medications including Controlled Substances where
permitted. This feature will eliminate the requirement for a manually signed Rx for Controlled
Substances when permitted by state and federal regulations.
Bar Code Verification- Medication administration using bar codes for medication verification.
Adding this feature closes the final item for medication administration using all five of the “five
rights”; right patient, right medication, right dose, right time, and right route.
In addition Optimus EMR will release and continue to develop new features in the industry’s
most advanced billing and financial system “OBFS”.
“We are dedicated to creating new and better ways to serve the long term care community with
Electronic Medical Records” said Optimus EMR CEO Robert C. Davis.
The Optimus EMR System is a mature and time-tested true EHR Solution that has been fully
operational in hundreds of facilities and over 35 states since 2001. For more information call
The Company at (888) 242-9080, ext. 214 or visit the web site www.optimusemr.com.

